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The﻿entire﻿bodies﻿within﻿ the﻿NHS﻿from﻿top﻿ level﻿down﻿have﻿a﻿social﻿ responsibility﻿over﻿ the﻿
impacts﻿their﻿activities﻿and﻿decisions﻿have﻿on﻿all﻿areas﻿of﻿the﻿environment,﻿the﻿staff,﻿community﻿and﻿
society﻿(Schaefer,﻿2008).﻿Irrespective﻿of﻿the﻿political﻿party﻿in﻿power,﻿the﻿UK﻿government﻿is﻿officially﻿
committed﻿ to﻿ the﻿ sustainable﻿development﻿agreement﻿ signed﻿ in﻿ the﻿UN﻿conference﻿ in﻿Rio-1992.﻿
Relevant﻿legislation﻿is﻿clearly﻿detailed﻿in﻿the﻿Climate﻿Change﻿Act﻿2008﻿and﻿the﻿Public﻿Services﻿(Social﻿
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success﻿rates.﻿This﻿ is﻿ then﻿followed﻿by﻿explaining﻿what﻿could﻿have﻿been﻿done﻿ to﻿enhance﻿NPfIT﻿
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In﻿ January﻿ 2009﻿ the﻿ death﻿ knell﻿ had﻿ started﻿ sounding﻿ for﻿ NPfIT.﻿ This﻿ was﻿ because﻿ the﻿ Public﻿
Accounts﻿Committee﻿had﻿started﻿critising﻿costs﻿and﻿progress﻿to﻿date﻿of﻿the﻿programme.﻿The﻿costs﻿
were﻿escalating﻿and﻿there﻿was﻿no﻿evidence﻿of﻿benefits﻿regardless﻿to﻿NPfIT﻿having﻿been﻿running﻿for﻿
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Poor Project Management and Leadership
If﻿ a﻿ project﻿manager﻿ achieves﻿ successful﻿ implementation﻿ it﻿ does﻿not﻿mean﻿ they﻿ are﻿ a﻿ successful﻿
leader.﻿By﻿developing﻿project﻿management﻿skills﻿through﻿knowledge﻿of﻿standard﻿project﻿management﻿
framework﻿ and﻿ acquiring﻿ experience﻿ in﻿ the﻿ best﻿ practices﻿ in﻿ implementing﻿ project﻿ management﻿
methodologies﻿generates﻿successful﻿project﻿managers.
Figure 1. Internal and external factors influencing project environment
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Unclear Project Scope Management and Poor Planning
Project﻿scope﻿management﻿ensures﻿a﻿clear﻿scope﻿with﻿a﻿detailed﻿roadmap﻿is﻿outlined﻿to﻿empower﻿
managers﻿on﻿how﻿ to﻿allocate﻿workforce﻿and﻿costs﻿necessary﻿ to﻿ implement﻿project﻿correctly.﻿The﻿
processes﻿involved﻿in﻿project﻿scope﻿management﻿are﻿planning,﻿controlling﻿and﻿closing﻿(Burke,﻿2013).
Lack of Project Methodology
Project﻿methodologies﻿are﻿essential﻿as﻿they﻿increase﻿chances﻿of﻿project﻿success﻿while﻿reducing﻿project﻿
delays﻿which﻿are﻿caused﻿by﻿unnecessary﻿actions.﻿These﻿methodologies﻿are﻿standardised﻿structures﻿
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Figure 2. Risk Management Process
Figure 3. Resilience approaches
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ANALySIS
Reported Project Success Rates From Survey data
Several﻿studies﻿have﻿attempted﻿to﻿the﻿success﻿rate﻿of﻿large﻿IT﻿project﻿undertaken﻿in﻿public﻿sector.﻿The﻿
findings﻿all﻿seem﻿to﻿consistently﻿reveal﻿very﻿poor﻿project﻿success﻿rates.﻿In﻿2002,﻿White﻿and﻿Fortune﻿
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were﻿either﻿abandoned﻿or﻿cancelled﻿and﻿the﻿investment﻿was﻿completely﻿lost.﻿This﻿is﻿in﻿terms﻿of﻿the﻿
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Figure 4. Factors to consider when selecting Project Framework/ Methodology
Figure 5. Project Lifecycle
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Impact of NHS organisational Structures on NPFIT Failure
Centralised﻿ organisational﻿ structures﻿ have﻿ decision﻿ making﻿ powers﻿ at﻿ the﻿ top﻿ layer﻿ of﻿
management﻿(Gupta﻿et﻿al.,﻿2019).﻿It﻿enforces﻿at﻿all﻿levels﻿of﻿the﻿entire﻿organisational﻿structure﻿




















Figure 6. Some tools and techniques during project life cycle
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de-Centralised Structures
On﻿ the﻿ other﻿ hand,﻿ de-centralised﻿ structures﻿ are﻿ more﻿ flexible﻿ and﻿ more﻿ favourable﻿ for﻿ large﻿
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Figure 7. Overview of the Project Environment
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Figure 8. Risk and resilience programme framework
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2019).﻿Failure﻿ is﻿contributed﻿ to﻿by﻿different﻿ factors﻿which﻿are﻿key﻿ to﻿enhancing﻿ the﻿success﻿of﻿a﻿
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project﻿if﻿they﻿are﻿identified﻿and﻿all﻿risks﻿addressed﻿to﻿avoid﻿the﻿negative﻿impact.﻿To﻿be﻿fully﻿aware﻿















They﻿also﻿did﻿not﻿have﻿an﻿agile﻿ approach﻿ to﻿ allow﻿other﻿ stakeholders﻿within﻿ the﻿organisation﻿ to﻿
challenge﻿the﻿project﻿strategy﻿and﻿plan﻿(Lynch,﻿2012).
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